We use a dynamical system approach to study the cosmological viability of f (R, G) gravity theories. The method consists of formulating the evolution equations as an autonomous system of ODEs, using suitable variables. The formalism is applied to a class of models in which f (R, G) ∝ R n G 1−n and its solutions and corresponding stability are analysed in detail. New accelerating solutions that can be attractors in the phase space are found. We also find that this class of models does not exhibit a matter-dominated epoch, a solution which is inconsistent with current cosmological observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, our ability to perform high-precision measurements of distance to type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) [1, 2] , CMB anisotropies [3, 4] , the large-scale clustering patterns of galaxies [5] [6] [7] [8] and the age measurements of high-z galaxies [9] [10] [11] led to the remarkable conclusion that the Universe is currently accelerated. In Einstein's general relativity (GR), such behaviour implies either the existence of a new field, the so-called dark energy, or that the matter content of the universe is subject to dissipative processes (see, e.g., [12] [13] [14] ). Among the proposals to address this problem, the one that best fits almost all available observations, i.e., the standard cosmological constant Λ, is affected by significant fine-tuning problems related to the vacuum energy scale [15] . Thus, it is of fundamental importance to investigate the cosmological viability of other theoretical scenarios that may explain the current accelerating expansion phase of the universe.
In one of these proposals, the mechanism behind the cosmic acceleration is attributed to a modification of the standard theory of gravity on cosmologically relevant physical scales, without invoking the existence of a dark energy field. The simplest family of these extended gravity theories is the so-called f (R) gravity (see, e.g., [16] and references therein), in which the Einstein-Hilbert action is replaced by a non linear function of the Ricci scalar R. Another motivation to study the phenomenon of cosmic acceleration (both in the early and late-time universe) using extended gravity is the possibility of incorporating quantum corrections to GR in the form of terms of higher order in the curvature. Several combinations of curvature invariants, like R µν R µν and R µνσρ R µνσρ , have be considered [17] [18] [19] [20] , although some of them, e.g. proportional to the Kretschmann invariant (R µνσρ R µνσρ ), lead to solutions with increasing spatial anisotropy [21, 22] , which are incompatible with observations. On the other hand, the Gauss-Bonnet topological invariant G naturally arises in the process of quantum field theory regularization and renormalization in curved spacetime [23] . Thus, one can consider a theory where both R and G (f (R, G)) are non linearly present in such a way that we exhaust the budget of curvature degrees of freedom needed to extend GR, since the Ricci scalar and both the Ricci and the Riemann tensor are present in the definition of G.
Nevertheless, one of the the main problems in the study of higher order theories of gravity is the extreme difficulty to find exact cosmological solutions, due to the high degree of non linearity exhibited by these theories. This fact makes difficult to obtain both analytical and numerical solutions that can be compared to observations. Consequently, it is important to use different methods which are able to assist in resolving these problems. One possibility is to use the dynamical system approach (DSA). This approach has the advantage of providing a relatively simple method to obtain numerical solutions, and most importantly, to obtain a qualitative description of the global dynamics of these models. A recent series of papers used the DSA to study the cosmological effects of both f (R) and f (G) models separately (e.g., [24] [25] [26] for f (R) and [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] for f (G)). On the other hand, studies of f (R, G) gravity models using DSA are less common [32, 33] .
We should emphasize, however, that in the literature some works have studied exact cosmological solutions for Gauss-Bonnet gravity which can reproduces the ΛCDM scenario and/or quintessence behaviour, considering for example explicit choices of the functions f (G), f (R, G) or a scalar field coupled with gravity [34, 35] . Further, the stability conditions for different cosmological evolutions in Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universes, such as inflationary epoch and late-time accelerated era as described by the ΛCDM model, have been studied using a different approach than the DSA [36] . Lastly, so important as the stability conditions, it has been verified that GaussBonnet gravity may carry a ghost mode, i.e. a field whose kinetic term in the action is unbounded from below [37] , in an empty anisotropic universe, the so called Kasner-type background [38] . However, this problem can be softened in the FLRW limit, mainly if an effective theory describing only small deviation from the FLRW universe and/or the modifications of gravity tend to vanish at early times [38] .
In this paper, we will apply the DSA to a more general class of theories f (R, G) where, in principle, both R and G are non linear in the action. These kind of theories have been particularly well studied, mainly motivated by string theory [39] [40] [41] [42] and by the Gauss-Bonnet topological invariant, which may solve some shortcomings of the original f (R) gravity and contributes to the accelerated expansion [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . By studying the stability of the solutions and their cosmological viability, we find new accelerating solutions that can be attractors in the phase space. The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we present the basic equations of the f (R, G) gravity, namely, the action and the field equations. In section III, we set up the dynamical system defining suitable variables and deriving their evolution equations. Then, we analyze the fixed points and their stability for a particular model f (R, G) = αR n G 1−n in section IV. Finally, a discussion on the cosmological viability of this class of theories as well as the main conclusions of our analysis are presented in section V.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
The most general action for the modified Gauss-Bonnet gravity is
where f (R, G) is a function of the Ricci scalar and the Gauss-Bonnet invariant is defined as
with κ 2 = 8πG, G is the Newton constant and L m is the standard matter Lagrangian density (we use physical units such that c = k B = = 1).
The variation of the action (1) with respect to the metric field g µν produces the following field equations
where the stress-energy tensor is defined as usual
and the Gauss-Bonnet tensor is
Note that is the d'Alembert operator in curved spacetime and here, and henceforth, we use the notations
for the partial derivatives with respect to R and G. We consider the FLRW metric for a spatially flat universe (k = 0) with a time dependent scale factor a(t)
From this metric, the Ricci scalar and the Gauss-Bonnet invariant are given by
where H =ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and the dots stands for derivatives with respect to time. Furthermore, the corresponding field equations obtained from (3) by using the FLRW metric are given by:
and
with the matter and radiation densities, ρ m and ρ r , satisfying the usual continuity equationṡ
By using a redefinition of the quantities, we can rewrite Eqs. (10) and (11) as
so that we have the following identities
The energy density ρ GDE and the pressure density p GDE of a geometrical dark energy component defined in this way satisfy the usual conservation equatioṅ
Hence the equation of state parameter ω GDE ≡ p GDE /ρ GDE is given by
and we also define the effective equation of state as
In the next section, we will use the equations (10) and (11) to set up the dynamical system analysis.
III. DYNAMICAL SYSTEM APPROACH TO f (R, G) GRAVITY
In this section we will use the dynamical system approach developed in [24, 25, 32, 49] to the cosmology of fourth order gravity. In order to discuss cosmological dynamics for a f (R, G) theory of gravity, we will follow two steps: (i) to introduce convenient dimensionless variables, and (ii) to derive the evolution equations of these variables. The fixed points of this system of equations will thus represent some asymptotic regimes of the Universe evolution.
General Formalism
Let us define the variables:
Thus, from Eq. (10) we have the algebraic identity
together with the density parameters:
We also introduce a dimensionless time variable: the logarithmic time N =| ln a(t) |. So, taking the derivative of these variables with respect to N , we obtain the following dynamical system:
In order to close the system, we must have all terms in the right-hand side of the above equations expressed in terms of variables specified in Eqs. (21) . So, with the help of the Eqs. (8), (9) and (11), we finḋ
and the system becomes:
These set of equations describe the cosmological evolution of a general f (R, G) theory of gravity, where Γ ≡f
specifies the theory. We also define the following expressions:
In general, the system is not closed unless Γ is expressed in terms of the dynamical variables (21) . In the next section, we will consider a particular case for f (R, G) and will study its dynamics and stability in a flat FLRW universe.
IV. POWER LAW f (R, G)
We will focus on the case f (R, G) = αR n G m , which is related to the presence of the Noether Symmetries [44] and represents a double inflationary scenario (see [50] for more details).
From Eqs. (21) and (32), we get:
(36)
Hence, by using these relations and the constraint (22), we can eliminate the equations for x 1 , x 2 and x 6 from our autonomous system, keeping a set of only four equations:
, where
Fixed Points
The fixed points can be obtained by setting the equations of the system (38) equal to zero, with m = 1 − n. The coordinates of the fixed points (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 ) are:
Note that in most cases (with the exception of points P 3,4,8 ) the coordinates of the fixed points are dependent of the value of the parameter n. However, there are values of n for which the fixed points acquire an asymptotic character: n = 0, 1,
. The first one, namely n = 0, corresponds to a Gauss-Bonnet gravity [29] 1 . The case n = 1 correspond to Einstein term, for which this set of variables is useless. Finally, the cases where n =
are not allowed. Therefore, for our purposes these values of n can be excluded.
We can see that P 3 is the standard radiation point and the point P 1 is a new radiation era which contains non-zero geometrical dark energy (x 1,2,3 = 0). We should also note that the effective equation of state is well constrained by nucleosynthesis to be close to 1/3 (at the radiation epoch) [24] and, therefore, we can accept the point P 1 as a radiation era just for n close to 1.
Only the points P 6 and those originating from P 2,5 can be accelerated and only P 4 and P 5 can give rise to matter eras. The fixed point P 4 is characterised by ω ef f = 1/3 which can be ruled out as a correct matter era, since it presents the a ∝ t 1/2 behaviour which means a "wrong" matter era [24] . On the other hand, the solutions which may give rise to a standard matter era, which means ω ef f = 0 (a ∝ t 2/3 ), exist only for n = 1 6 (P 2 ) or n = 1 (P 5 ). Nevertheless, the case P 2 corresponds to Ω m = 0, so this point does not give rise to a matter era dominated by a non-relativistic fluid, and the point P 5 seems to be like a matter era exclusively for n close to 1.
In addition, the fixed point P 2 has an effective equation of state whose value depends upon n. We see that the condition for acceleration (ω ef f < −1/3) is valid when n < In the region (A) n < −1.59 the point is slightly phantom with −1.03 < w ef f < −1 and in the region (B) it is strongly phantom with w ef f < −1.4.
Stability
The stability of the fixed points can be found using very well known techniques, which involve to linearize the dynamical equations around the equilibrium points and to find the eigenvalues of the corresponding linearisation matrix (the Jacobian). Provided the Jacobian is well defined, we can classify the fixed points according to the sign of the real part of the eigenvalues either as: stable nodes or attractors (all non zero eigenvalues with negative real part), unstable nodes or repellers (all non zero eigenvalues with positive real part), or saddle points (some non zero eigenvalues positive and some negative) 2 . The results are summarised in Tables (I) and (II). The fixed point P 2 behaves like a pure stable node for n < −1.59, . For all other values of n this point is a saddle. Hence, the point P 2 is both stable and accelerated just for n < −1.59 or n > . For all other values of n this point is a saddle. Although the eigenvalues of the new radiation point P 1 depends on the value of the parameter n, it always has a saddle-node character whatever the value of n. The fixed points P 4 and P 5 are stable when and a saddle point otherwise. The fixed point P 7 has always a saddle character, whatever the value of the parameter n. Finally, the fixed point P 8 can be either an unstable node, for n > 5 4 , or a saddle for all other values of the parameter n. In Fig. 2 , we plot the evolution of the various quantities for n = −2 and n = 3.5, respectively. For n = −2 (upper panels) we just have a "bump" in matter density but if we look to the behavior of w eff we can see a rapid transition from the radiation epoch to an accelerated epoch. Although, for n = 3.5 (bottom panels), we have a peak in matter density, it is not possible to say which component is dominant. Instead, we must observe the behaviour of w eff and note that a matter-dominated era is practically absent, since the model has a radiation-dominated epoch with a rapid transition to an accelerating universe with w eff < −1.
In addition, we see in the stability analysis (cf. Table (II) ) that in the range 3/4 < n < (2 + √ 14)/5, the matter-like points P 4 and P 5 behaves like stable nodes and the system cannot evolve to an accelerating epoch. This is better visualised in Figs. (3) and (4) . The first one shows the behaviour of Ω m and w ef f as a function of n. The only possibility for P 5 to be a matter-like era is for n close to 1 and w ef f close to 0. However, at these values this point is an attractor (region A of Fig.(3) ). Thus, the system cannot evolve to the accelerated stage. Figure ( 
shows such behaviour through the evolution of density parameters and the effective equation of state for n = 0.9 and n = 0.98, respectively. For n = 0.9 (upper panels) the system evolves to the attractor P 4 , with Ω m = 2 and w eff = 1/3. On other hand, when n = 0.98 (bottom panels) the system evolves to the attractor P 5 , characterised by an universe with ∼ 10% of matter and ∼ 90% of an accelerating component and with w eff ≈ 0.02. 
< n < In this work we considered a generic case of f (R, G) theories of gravity and applied a dynamical system analysis to investigate their cosmological features. As expected, when the variables x 5 = 0 and x 6 = 0, the phase space presents the same fixed points previously obtained for f (R) gravity in Ref. [24] . However, the resulting general system is very difficult to analyze without specifying the function Γ (i.e. the form of f (R, G)). Thus, we have focused our work on a specific type of function f (R, G), which makes our analysis less general than ideal, but allowed us to analyze the stability and information about the global behavior of this cosmology.
We applied the DSA to a power-law class of fourth order gravity model, namely f (R, G) = αR n G 1−n , and we found some very interesting preliminary results for the finite phase space. There were found eight fixed points, listed in Table (I) . Two of them, specifically the points P 2 and P 6 , have solutions that admit accelerated expansion, and so, can be considered as possible candidates able to model the dark energy era. The fixed point P 6 has an equation of The cosmic evolution of the density parameters of the model f (R, G) = αR n G 1−n for n = 0.9, with the initial conditions x1 = 4.9 × 10 −2 , x2 = −10 −6 , x3 = 10 −4 , x4 = 0.999, x5 = x6 = 0 at the redshift z = 3 × 10 4 . Bottom panels: Same as in the upper panels, but for n = 0.98 and with the initial conditions x1 = 0, x2 = 0, x3 = 10 −3 , x4 = 0.98, x5 = 0, x6 = 0 at the redshift z = 3 × 10 4 . In this case, the universe has a radiation dominated epoch and evolves to an attractor corresponding to point P5 with 10% of matter density and 90% of "dark energy", with ω ef f = 0.02.
state parameter equal to −1 and Ω m = 0, so it can represent a de Sitter solution. From the stability point of view this point has a pure stable node character for n < The point P 3 is the standard radiation phase and has unstable regions for n > . The point P 1 , a new radiation era, has always a saddle character.
It is worth mentioning that the unique point which might give rise to the matter era is the point P 5 , but exclusively for n close to 1 to produce ω ef f close to 0. However, for this value of parameter n this point behaves like a stable node and, hence, can not represent this epoch. In contrast, although the point P 4 presents Ω m different from 0, the effective equation of state is given by ω ef f = 1/3, which produces a "wrong" matter era that can be ruled out, e.g. by the angular diameter distance of the CMB acoustic peaks [51] . Therefore, this class of models does not contain a standard matter era.
Finally, the points P 7,8 cannot represent both matter eras (Ω m = 0) or an accelerated phase (ω ef f = 1/3). Therefore, the general features for this class of f (R, G) model can be outlined as:
• The f (R, G) model has a standard radiation dominated epoch whatever the value of parameter n (P 3 ).
• The standard matter dominated epoch is present exclusively for n → 1, which produces ω ef f close to 0 (P 5 ). However, from the stability point of view, for this value of n this point behaves like an attractor, and consequently, cannot represent the matter dominated epoch.
• A possible way to get a saddle matter point is for n < 3 4 or n > 1 5 (2 + √ 14) in P 5 , but in this case ω ef f = 0. So, it cannot represent a matter dominated epoch either.
• The de-Sitter acceleration point P 6 exist for n < Concern the non-existence of a matter domination epoch, the authors of [50] have already considered this class of models to study the grow factor and noticed that for values of n > 1, the universe accelerates forever without the possibility of structure formation. Finally, we have found that this particular class of models can not describe a reasonable cosmology given by any trajectory passing near by P 3 or P 1 (for n ≈ 1), then passing by a matter dominated epoch and landing on an accelerated attractor. Thus, we emphasise that it is necessary a more detailed study considering also observational data as well as more realistic models in the context of f (R, G) gravity.
